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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

The key starting point to writing any blog is figuring out what to write about. The topic should 
be relavent to todays market, and also mention local lakes.

Step 1: Finding Topic Ideas To Write About                              

Basic Blog Outline

Intro: Include keywords in the first paragraph.
(See page 12 for Keyword Ideas)

Sub headings (H2-H3): Make sure at least 25% of your subheadings have your Keyword

Body Text: Scatter keywords, internal links and external links in main article your text for 
better ranking.

Images: Include at least five images regarding your topic and put your keywords as Alt text 
on each image (pexels.com or unsplash.com are great sources). Scatter them throughout the 
blog.

Grammar & Spellings: Use a spellcheck and a grammar check to clean out the 
blog before you post it.

Topic ideas to get you started. (Must include the keywords you want to rank for)

1) What to consider before buying a waterfront home on (name of lake/ocean)
2) 5 Things you need to know before buying a waterfront home in (name of state/town)
3) 5 things you should do before selling your waterfront home (name of state/town)
4) How to get top dollar for your waterfront home (name of state/town)
5) Why you need a waterfront specialized realtor when buying/selling a waterfront home.

Included is a detailed guide on writing blogs for the above topics. We encourage 
you to use these topics and guide templates to at least get a blog done for your 
website once a week for 5 weeks. If possible, keep posting weekly to gain a 
higher SEO ranking.

500 - 2000
WORDS
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use the phrases/questions below as starting points to write the blog.
What to consider before buying a waterfront home on (name of lake/ocean)                  

Blog Structure: Topic 1

Introduction: Give a basic summary of the key points to this topic.
Example:
With any home purchase, it’s important to figure out exactly what you want and need in a home to make 
smart decisions. But a waterfront home is not just any home. Special considerations need to be taken to
ensure that your property will suit your lifestyle and let you enjoy the activities you love. Use this article to
help you get on the right track to buying your dream waterfront home. (Insert Image after intro section)

1st Sub Heading: Step 1: Determining your needs in a Waterfront Home (heading idea)
Write a small paragraph about the sub heading and break down the “needs” into sections under this 
subheading.
Question 1: What type of activities do you enjoy? (elaborate as much as possible, explaing all the different 
types of lake activites people normally do on your local lake like fishing,boating,kayaking,etc).
Question 2: How often do you plan on being there? Would it be a fulltime home or like a holiday home,etc.
Write at least one paragraph.
Question 3: What other lifestyle needs do you have? Would it meet your expectations as far as quality of 
schools, hospitals, local safety,etc. elaborate on each point (1 paragraph min).
Question 4: Do you like to entertain on the lake? write about the certian amenities a home would need to 
entertain.(its floor plan, parking, etc. ellaborate on each point) (1-2 paragraphs min).
(Insert image after first sub heading section)

2nd Sub Heading: Step 2 Scoping Out Properties 
Here you can talk about what people should normally look for when picking out a waterfront 
property, with subtopics such as sandy beach, view, lot level, proximity to water, privacy, etc. 
Elaborate on each section (9-10 paragraphs min).
(Insert image after sub heading 2 )

3rd Sub Heading : Call your agent (Insert Your Name) 
Time to plug yourself. Include some background info about you related to waterfront homes in your area, 
number of houses you sold, your years of living around there, your certified waterfront specialist certificate,
etc. Elaborate as needed on each selling point and keep it relevant to the lake mentioned in your topic.
(Insert image after sub heading 3)
Insert links to all your other lakefront/waterfront pages.
End of Article
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use the phrases/questions below as starting points to write the blog.
5 things you need to know before buying a waterfront home in (name of state/town)

Blog Structure: Topic 2

Introduction: Give a basic summary of the key points to this topic. 
Example:
There comes a moment in most people’s life when they want to have a home of their own. If you dream of  
buying a waterfront home, it  may be because of the air, the view or the calmness water gives. Whether your 
plan is to live there or use it for vacation, you know it will enrich your life. In order to make your dream come 
true, here are some things you need to know before buying a waterfront property.
(Insert Image after intro section)

1st Sub Heading: Flood insurance is a must
Write a small paragraph about what flood insurance is, what it covers and talk about flood zones and their 
complications.Also if you can find the average cost of flood insurance in your area,(1 Paragraph 50-150 words).

2nd Sub Heading: See permits on the shore line 
Talk about why owning a waterfront property may need potential additions to the home/surrounding area, 
such as boat houses, docks,etc. Also include why permits are important. 
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 2)

3rd Sub Heading: Wear of Materials 
Mention how living on the waterfront can have a wide variety of weathering conditions on homes and 
equipment that  regular homes don’t face. Educate them with what some of these material wear could be.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 3)

4th Sub Heading: Water Activities
This is a key player in selling any waterfront home. Edcuate people on the different types of water activities 
that exist and are allowed on the lake in question. Also inform them about any clubs or events that they can 
join into.(1 paragraphs 100-250 words) (Insert image after sub heading 4).

5th Sub Heading: Although private, your home will be somewhat public
Mention how despite owning the backyard and the home, waterfront homes don’t own the
actual water or lake infront of their home,so other people maybe there occasionally.
(1 paragraph)
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use the phrases/questions below as starting points to write the blog.
5 things you should do before selling your waterfront home (name of state/town)

Blog Structure: Topic 3

Introduction: Give a basic summary of the key points to this topic. 
Example:
When deciding to sell your lakefront home, there are a few important factors to consider, as selling a 
waterfront home though it seems like selling a regular home it is not as there are lots more details and things 
people look into before buying a home on the water.
(Insert Image after intro section)

1st Sub Heading: Get a market analysis done.
Write about the importance of knowing what a home is actually worth before lisitng it for sale. Write about 
how if its not properly valued, it could potentially not sell or sell for way under market price. Further, a market 
analysis is a good way to plug your service if you do offer them (1 Paragraph 50-150 words).

2nd Sub Heading: Look for leaks/cracks anything that needs fixing. 
Explain to the reader why checking for wear and tear around the house is important and if these are small 
things that can be fixed how and why they should address these before showings.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 2 )

3rd Sub Heading: Find a Waterfront specialized realtor 
Plug plug plug.. Talk about what a waterfront specialized realtor brings to the table compared to a regular 
realtor and why anyone looking to sell their waterfront home should definietly hire a realtor and not do it on 
their own, talk about the pros and cons of this.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words).(Insert image after sub heading 3)

4th Sub Heading: Look for things that need updating
Tell the reader how updating old appliances or repainting peeling paint or changing any outdated fixtures can 
help increase the homes value, along with other overdue changes.  
(1 paragraphs 100-250 words) (Insert image after sub heading 4).

5th Sub Heading: Figure out what you plan on doing with all your water accessories
Mention to the reader what they are planning to do with stuff like boats, 
boat lifts, jetskies, etc. If they plan on moving out of lakefront living, explain why
costs would eventually add up to move things in a hurry. Tell them about the option of
potentially selling all that to the new buyer (1 paragraph).
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use the phrases/questions below as starting points to write the blog.
How to get top dollar for your waterfront home (name of state/town)

Blog Structure: Topic 4

Introduction: Give a basic summary of the key points to this topic. 
Example:
Anyone can try to get what they think is a reasonable price for their home, but they almost always end up 
under pricing their home and not getting what it’s actually worth in the market. learn what it takes to get top 
dollar for your waterfront home. (Insert Image after intro section)

1st Sub Heading: Step 1: Know how much your waterfront home is really worth!
Explain to the reader the importance of doing a proper market analysis and how you, a realtor, can be a very 
credible and knowledgeable source for preparing one and how some realtors even offer a free market 
analysis.(1-2 Paragraph 100-250 words).

2nd Sub Heading: Step 2: Contact a local certified waterfront specialist realtor 
Explain to the reader why a certified waterfront specialist knows what the home is worth and how to get 
multiple offers. In this very heated market, include average sale prices and some data on stuff you have previ-
ously listed. Plug yourself and how you can make this happen.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 2)

3rd Sub Heading: Step 3: Get professional photos taken of your waterfront home 
Write about how having professional photos taken of your home can help portray the 
features of the home and catch peoples eyes instantly. Also, if you offer  professional photos a subtle promo.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 3)

4th Sub Heading: Step 4: Fix the house up a little if needed
The things a home owner can do to to fix up their home, to help boost its value and use sub
points to descrive with a little explanation under each.
Example:
Repaint any peeling paint areas: A wall that has peeling paint can be very unattractive to look
at for any potential home buyers.
(1 paragraphs 100-250 words) (Insert image after sub heading 4). Conclude.
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use the phrases/questions below as starting points to write the blog.
Why you need a waterfront specialist realtor when buying/selling a waterfront home.

Blog Structure: Topic 5

Introduction: Give a basic summary of the key points to this topic. 
Example:
Not all realtors are the same. Some specialize in certian areas of real estate like residential, commercial, 
rentals, condos, etc. However, when it comes to selling waterfront real estate, a normal realtor can have a 
hard time wrapping their head around it, because there are a lot of different aspects that are involved with a 
waterfront home compared to a regular home. (Insert Image after intro section)

1st Sub Heading: What Makes a Waterfront Home so Different
Talk about the differences between a regular and waterfront home and what is included when you are 
buying/selling one, like Docks, Sea Walls, Shoreline Permits, Flood Insurance,etc.
(1-2 Paragraph 150-250 words).

2nd Sub Heading: What a Waterfront Specialized Realtor can Bring to the Table 
PLUG! talk about what makes you better than the rest, why you should be anyone’s choice if they want to buy/
sell a waterfront home in you area. Talk about your background in real estate and your past waterfront listings 
and average selling price,etc. 
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 2 )

3rd Sub Heading: Why buying a waterfront home is different 
Talk about what a buyer should look for when buying a waterfront home, and why a specialized realtor can 
help ease the process and help them potentially find a great waterfront home.
(1 paragraphs 50-150 words) (Insert image after sub heading 3)

4th Sub Heading: Why selling a waterfront home is different
Tell the reader what a waterfront home seller would normally miss and how these can cause complications 
when it comes to buyer inspections and showings. Also explain how a specialized realtor can help them ease 
the process of selling and get them top dollar and sell their home faster.  
(1 paragraphs 100-250 words) (Insert image after sub heading 4)
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WHAT TO CONSIDER BEFORE BUYING 
A WATERFRONT HOME 

APRIL 10, 2021 BY (YOUR TEAM NAME/AUTHOR NAME)  

With any home purchase, it’s important to figure out exactly what you want and 
need in a home to make smart decisions. But a waterfront home is not just any 
home. Special considerations need to be taken to ensure that your property will suit 
your lifestyle and let you enjoy the activities you love. Use this article to help you get 
on the right track to buying your dream waterfront home. 

Step 1: Determining Your Needs in a Waterfront Home 

This is probably the most critical part of looking for waterfront property. When 
potential waterfront home buyers come to City 1 or City 2, the first step is finding 
out how they want to use the property. The most important thing is determining 
what their passions are, what they care about, and what their priorities are when it 
comes to waterfront living. From there, we can figure out what lake they need to be 
on and focus in on specific properties. 

Start by asking yourself some questions to get a feel for your expectations of 
a waterfront property: (Underlined Texts are links) 

What types of activities do you enjoy? 

This is a huge factor in choosing a waterfront property because you’ll want to 
choose a property that makes it easy for you to enjoy your favorite pastimes. 

• Boating. For avid boaters, the size of the boat becomes a crucial part of 
finding a waterfront property. There are a lot of properties that you 
can’t put a speedboat or jet ski on due to no wake lakes or even no plain 
lake like Name Of Lake in City, State. 

• Fishing. Fishermen will want to stick to properties with easy access to 
the water. For a wider variety of fish, buyers should also look for deep 
bodies of water that support cold water fisheries.  Some great fishing 
lakes in the City 1 and City 2 area would be Name of Lake, Name of 
Lake, and Name of Lake. 
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Use this sample along with the above guide to structure and write out your blog

Things to consider before buying a waterfront home on (name of lake/ocean)                  
Sample Blog - Topic 1

All the text in
Blue can be 
changed to
fit your area 
or business.
Note: This is 
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your blogs 
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• Kayaking or canoeing. While large, active bodies of water are a good fit 
for many boaters, some buyers may be looking for a more intimate 
waterfront experience. If they want to go kayaking and canoeing and 
commune with nature, they may not enjoy being on a big, busy lake 
with jet skis and all that stuff like Name of Lake. 

How often do you plan to be there? 

Some properties aren’t meant for year-round use. On Name of Lake, there are 
several homes on Case’s Island, these homes a great for summer, spring, and fall 
use but there is not a bridge to access the island so winter access is limited.  There 
are several people that enjoy the island life as it is a less expensive way to enjoy the 
water and have family retreats. 

What other lifestyle needs do you have? 

Besides allowing you to enjoy the activities you love; your waterfront property 
should meet any other needs you have as well. If you have medical needs, be sure 
your property is convenient to a hospital. If you travel often on business, limit your 
search to waterfront homes in Fenton because it is less than an hour from 
airports. Waterfront homes in Fenton are also great because they are so close to 
several great restaurants like Name of Restaurant and Name of Restaurant.  City 
also has major box stores like Name of stores, Name of Store, Name of store. 

Do you like to entertain on the lake? 

If you like to entertain, there are also some other things you need to consider.  Does 
the home have a floor plan that will accommodate a lot of people being able to 
communicate?  A lot of the homes on lakes in City and City State started out as 
small cottages that have been built on over the years. When you have homes that 
have additions or multiple additions sometimes you end up with walls where they 
normally wouldn’t be making it difficult to talk entertain large groups.   Another 
important thing to consider when you are looking at your next waterfront house is 
parking.  For example, some homes on Name of Lake & Name of Lake that have very 
deep lots with plenty of parking but some do not.  Some homes will have an extra 
lot across the street where they can put another garage and place extra cars.  But 
some streets like parts of Road name, Road name, and Road name on Name of Lake 
have very limited parking due to the homes sometimes being built on 20 ft lots. 
Road name on lake name and propose some challenges as well If you are low key 
with a small family parking will not be as big of an issue but if you like to have 
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party’s and entertain you really need to think about it.  Sometimes even if your 
waterfront home does not have a lot of its own parking you can park on the street if 
it is a slow street but some of the streets are fast moving lined with houses and it 
cannot only be challenging to do so it can also be dangerous. 

Step 2: Scoping Out Properties 

As with any other real estate purchase, the old adage holds true: location, location, 
location. After determining your needs in a waterfront home, it’s important to visit 
different areas and see what feels right for you. As much as owning a waterfront 
home is great you still need to love the community you are in. 

Once you focus on a certain lake or lakes and start looking at specific properties, it 
is important to remember is to put equal emphasis on the property and the house. 
If you’re buying a normal house, the real value is in the house, not the land but with 
waterfront properties, a majority of the value is in the land, not the house.   In some 
cases, depending on the home all the value is in the land, that’s why you see so 
many cottages torn down and large homes built in their place. 

Not all waterfront properties are equal; certain attributes make some waterfront 
properties more valuable than others. When helping clients shop for waterfront 
homes in (Your State) there are several things to look for. 

Sandy beach. A sandy beach equals a more pleasant lakefront experience for the 
whole family. If they have young kids in the family, they want the toddlers playing in 
the sand, if they have seniors in the family, it’s easier to enter the water. 

View. This attribute lets you enjoy your waterfront property as you get older and 
become less active in the water. It’s sure nice to be able to sit back in a lawn chair 
with a beer and look at the setting sun over the trees and lake. 

Level lot. The flatter the lot the better; it makes access to the water easier. Some 
lakefront lots are steep, and as we get older, it gets difficult to get up and down to 
the lake. All of a sudden, they don’t want to go to the lake anymore because it’s 
difficult for them to get down to the water. Also with elevated lots, you often have 
an added expense of maintaining retaining walls. 
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Proximity to water. Some municipalities have a certain setback from the 
neighbors and water so if you are going to rebuild a home you need to account for 
these things.  Also, homes that are closer to the water allow you to be closer to 
wildlife and to keep an eye on your kids from the house. 

Privacy. This often corresponds to the amount of Lake Frontage the property has. 
Some lakefront properties have as little as 20 feet of frontage, which offer very little 
privacy. The wider the lot is the more space you have for trees and fences to give 
you privacy from the neighbors. 

Depending on the area and the type of waterfront home you buy, other issues will 
present themselves in your search. In rural areas, for instance, you’ll have to make 
sure you have access to utilities, roads, and an adequate septic system. Don’t just 
assume these things will be available. 

With all of the considerations that go into buying a waterfront home, having a real 
estate agent who specializes in waterfront homes in your area like Your Name/Real 
Estate Company is crucial. Your agent can help you sort through the complex issues 
and get you on the right track to finding the right waterfront home. 

Step 3: Call (Your Name/ Real Estate Company) 
If you are looking for a waterfront home is County/City, County/City, or County/City 
County’s contact Your Name.  Ed Constable lives on the biggest lake in Genesee 
County (Lake Fenton) has been on several of the other lakes in the counties he 
serves.  To browse for waterfront homes in State and browse for homes by lake visit 
Your Website Link or start your search below. 

Waterfront Homes for sale on Name of Lake 

Waterfront Homes for sale on Name of Lake 

Waterfront Homes for sale on Lake Name of Lake 

Waterfront Homes for sale on Name of Lake 
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

16 Keyword Ideas

Page 12

Note: You can use multiple keywords on each article

Example Key Word Phrases:

1.    Homes for sale on SAMPLE Lake/Ocean front. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

2.    Waterfront homes for sale in SAMPLE, FL. (SMPL: name of city & State)

3.    Lake front houses for sale in SAMPLE, MI. (SMPL: name of city & State)

4.    SAMPLE, MI waterfront Homes for Sale. (SMPL: name of city & State)

5.    Lakefront homes in SAMPLE, MI. (SMPL: name of city & State)

6.    Riverfront homes for sale in SAMPLE, FL. (SMPL: name of city & State)

7.    Real estate agent near SAMPLE lake/ocean front. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

8.    Waterfront property for sale on SAMPLE Lake. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

9.    Lake houses for sale near SAMPLE, MI. (SMPL: name of city & State)

10.  Waterfront property near me SAMPLE, FL. (SMPL: name of city & State)

11.  Top realtor near Lake/Ocean front SAMPLE. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

12.  SAMPLE Lake homes for sale. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

13.  Sell my lakefront home in SAMPLE, MI.(SMPL: name of city & State)

14.  SAMPLE lake/ocean front realtors near me. (SMPL: name of lake/ocean front)

15.  SAMPLE, MI lakefront homes for sale. (SMPL: name of city & State)

16.  Homes for sale in Lakeside Acres. (can use community areas also)

Try to use these phrases on your articles. For more keyword ideas, Google has a free keyword planner after you setup 
an Ad account with them. You can also google oceanfront or lakefront and use some of the top ranking websites as a 
guide to find out what keywords they use on their blogs.

Note: Include internal links of your own. These link related pages in your website
together, and will help your SEO. Also create backlinks to your website and your
real estate/ waterfront related blogs and websites. Backlinks are links to your 
website that are placed on other high ranking websites, which help increase your 
google ranking. 

If you need a place to set up backlinks, lakefrontking.com accepts guest posts of a 
1000 words or more.
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Learn how to properly write a blog about buying/selling waterfront properties

Reusable Multi Purpose Blog Template
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Note: This SEO tested template can be used to write any article/blog and can be also sent to
any outside writer to standardize your blogs and help them rank.

Headline Idea:

Primary Keyword Phrases (PKW)

PKW 1:

PKW 2:

PKW 3:

Secondary Keyword Phrases (SKW)

Include These Links In Your Article

Anchor Text 1:
Link to URL 1:

Anchor Text 2:
Link to URL 2:

Important Related Keywords


